Venice Architecture Biennale 2016
Exhibitors in the network of the LafargeHolcim Foundation

LafargeHolcim Roundtable 2014 at MIT Endicott House in Boston: Four exhibitors of the 15th International Architecture Biennale discuss “Re-materializing construction” (from left: Alejandro Aravena, Anna Heringer, Werner Sobek, and Michael Braungart).
Alejandro Aravena (Santiago, Chile)
Biennale Curator

- Winner Silver Award 2011 Latin America – Sustainable post-tsunami reconstruction master plan, Constitución, Chile
- Keynote speaker Forum 2013
- Keynote speaker at Foundation Anniversary event 2013
- Member Board of the LafargeHolcim Foundation since 2014
- Participant Roundtable 2014 & 2015
- Member Global Awards jury 2015

Al Borde (Quito, Ecuador)
Exhibitor
David Barragán; Pascual Gangotena; Marialuisa Borja; Esteban Benavides

- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2014 Latin America – Under Construction: Restoring an urban historical center, Quito, Ecuador

Amateur Architecture Studio (Hangzhou, China)
Exhibitor
Wang Shu; Lu Wenyu

- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2005 Asia Pacific – Five Scattered Houses, Ningbo, China

Architecture-Studio Paris (Paris, France)
Exhibitor

- Exhibition sponsored by LafargeHolcim

Arno Brandlhuber + Christopher Roth (Berlin, Germany)
Exhibitor
Arno Brandlhuber; Christopher Roth

- Member Awards jury 2014 Europe
Atelier Bow-Wow (Tokyo, Japan)
Exhibitor
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto; Momoyo Kaijima; Yoichi Tamai
• Member Awards jury 2011 & 2014 Asia Pacific (Kaijima)
• Workshop expert at Forum 2016 (Tsukamoto)

Block Research Group, ETH Zurich (Zurich, Switzerland)
Exhibitor
John Ochsendorf; Matthew DeJong; Philippe Block with The Escobedo Group (Buda, Texas, USA)
• Member Academic Committee of the Foundation (Block)
• Winner Acknowledgement prize 2008 Africa Middle East – Stabilized earth visitors’ center, Mapungubwe, South Africa (Ochsendorf)
• Participant Roundtable 2014 (Block, Ochsendorf) & 2015 (Block)
• “Drone Port” construction sponsoring partner at Biennale 2016

Canada National Pavilion
“EXTRACTION”
Venue: Giardini ss
• Workshop expert Forum 2013
• Workshop experts Forum 2016

David Chipperfield Architects (Berlin, Germany)
Exhibitor
David Chipperfield
• Keynote speaker Forum 2013

Egyptian National Pavilion
• Head of the Academic Committee
• Member of the Board
Ensamble Studio (Madrid, Spain)
Exhibitor
Antón García-Abril; Débora Mesa Molina
• Member Awards jury Europe 2014

EPEA Internationale Umweltforschung (Hamburg, Germany)
Exhibitor
Michael Braungart
• Participant Roundtable 2014 & 2015

ETH Zürich and Future Cities Laboratory Singapore (Switzerland)
Exhibitor
Dirk E. Hebel - Assistant Professorship of Architecture and Construction
• Participant Roundtable 2015

Forensic Architecture (London, UK)
Exhibitor
Eyal Weizman
• Workshop expert Forum 2007
• Member Awards jury Africa Middle East 2008

Finland National Pavillon
From Border to Home - Housing Solutions for Asylum Seekers
Commissioner: Juulia Kauste Museum of Finnish Architecture. Curator: Marco Steinberg. Exhibitors: Lindberg & Erdman; Society Lab with the participation of alt Architects; D.A.T. PANGEA + QUATORZE; Helsinki Kasbah Combine; Satoshi OHTAKI.
• Winner Awards Next Generation 1st prize 2014 Europe – X Marks the Spot: Socially-focused architectural design, Madrid, Spain
Germany National Pavilion
Making Heimat. Germany, Arrival Country
Commissioner: Peter Cachola Schmal, Deutsches Architekturmuseum (DAM). Curator: Oliver Elser, Deutsches Architekturmuseum (DAM).
Exhibitor: **Something Fantastic**. Speaker: **Keller Easterling**
Venue: Giardini

- Workshop expert Forum 2010 (Easterling)
- Member Awards jury North America 2011 (Easterling)
- Designers of Global Awards publication “Machen” 2012 (Something Fantastic)
- Winner Awards Gold 2014 North America (Easterling)
- Keynote speaker Forum 2016 (Easterling)

Great Britain National Pavillion
Home Economics

- Winner Next Generation 3rd prize 2011 Asia Pacific – Decentralized sanitation system, New Delhi, India,
- Workshop expert Forum 2016

Grupo EPM - Departamento de intervenciones urbanas sostenibles (Medellín, Colombia)
Exhibitor
**Horacio Valencia**

- Winner Global Awards Gold 2015 & Awards Gold 2014 Latin America – Articulated Site: Water reservoirs as public park, Medellín, Colombia

Hollmén Reuter Sandman Architects (Helsinki, Finland)
Exhibitor
**Saija Hollmén; Jenni Reuter; Helena Sandman**

- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2008 Africa Middle East - TunaHAKI integrated theater and orphanage, Moshi, Tanzania
Kéré Architecture (Berlin, Germany)
Exhibitor
Francis Kéré

- Winner Global Awards Gold 2012 & Awards Gold 2011 Africa Middle East – Secondary school with passive ventilation system, Gando, Burkina Faso
- Keynote speaker Foundation Anniversary event 2013

NLÉ (Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Exhibitor
Kunlé Adeyemi

- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2014 Africa Middle East – Chicoco Radio: Community building designed for urban flooding, Port Harcourt, Nigeria

Norman Foster Foundation (Madrid, Spain)
Exhibitor
Norman Foster WITH Redline-EPFL (Lausanne, Switzerland)
Jonathan Ledgard AND WITH Ochsendorf, DeJong & Block (Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) John Ochsendorf; Matthew DeJong; Philippe Block AND WITH Block Research Group, ETH Zurich (Zurich, Switzerland) Philippe Block; Tom Van Mele AND WITH David Escobedo

- Member Academic Committee of the Foundation (Block)
- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2008 Africa Middle East – Stabilized earth visitors’ center, Mapungubwe, South Africa (Ochsendorf)
- Participant Roundtable 2014 (Block, Ochsendorf) & 2015 (Block)
- “Drone Port” construction sponsoring partner at Biennale 2016

Rahul Mehrotra and Felipe Vera (Cambridge, Washington, USA)
Exhibitor
Rahul Mehrotra; Felipe Vera

- Workshop moderator Forum 2007
- Member Global Awards jury 2012
- Head Awards jury 2014 Asia Pacific
- Workshop expert Forum 2016
Renzo Piano Building Workshop (Genoa, Italy) and G124 (Senator Renzo Piano’s working group, Rome, Italy) 
Exhibitor
• Winner Awards Silver 2005 North America – New Sustainable California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, USA

Robust Architecture Workshop (Colombo, Sri Lanka) 
Exhibitor
Milinda Pathiraja
• Winner Global Awards Silver 2015 & Awards Bronze 2014 Asia Pacific – Post-War Collective: Community library and social recuperation, Ambepussa, Sri Lanka

Souto Moura - Arquitectos, S.A. (Porto, Portugal) 
Exhibitor
Eduardo Souto de Moura
• Keynote speaker Forum 2004

SPBR Arquitetos (São Paulo, Brasil) 
Exhibitor
Angelo Bucci
• Winner Awards Silver 2008 Latin America – Low-energy university mediatheque, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
• Member Awards jury 2011 & 2014 Latin America

Studio Anna Heringer (Laufen, Germany) 
Exhibitor
Anna Heringer WITH Lehm Ton Erde Baukunst (Schlins, Austria) 
Martin Rauch WITH Architekturmuseum der TUM (Munich, Germany); Andres Lepik
• Winner Awards Bronze 2011 Africa Middle East – Training center for sustainable construction, Marrakesh, Morocco (Heringer & Rauch)
• Participant Roundtable 2014 & 2015 (Heringer)
Tatiana Bilbao Estudio (Mexico City, Mexico)
Exhibitor
Tatiana Bilbao WITH Rozana Montiel Estudio de Arquitectura (Mexico City, Mexico); Rozana Montiel WITH Dellekamp Arquitectos (Mexico City, Mexico); Derek Dellekamp WITH Alejandro Hernández (Mexico City, Mexico)

- Member Awards jury 2014 Latin America

Transsolar (Stuttgart, Germany)
Exhibitor
Matthias Schuler WITH Anja Thierfelder Freie Architektin (Stuttgart, Germany) Anja Thierfelder

- Winner Acknowledgement prize 2011 Europe & Global Innovation
- 2nd prize 2012 – Low-cost apartments incorporating smart materials: Hamburg, Germany
- Member Global Awards jury 2015

Vo Trong Nghia Architects (Ha Noi, Vietnam)
Exhibitor
Vo Trong Nghia


Werner Sobek (Stuttgart, Germany)
Exhibitor

- Keynote speaker Forum 2010
- Member Global Awards jury 2012
- Panelist Forum 2013
- Participant Roundtable 2014

Switzerland National Pavillion
“Incidental Space”
Venue: Giardini

- Winner Awards Honorable Mention 2014 Europe – Circular Voids: Energy-efficient office building, Holderbank, Switzerland
United States of America National Pavilion
The Architectural Imagination
Commissioner: Monica Ponce de Leon.
Venue: Giardini

- Workshop expert Forum 2004 (Zago)
- Winner Awards Silver 2014 Asia Pacific – Children’s Ziggurat: Locally-adapted orphanage and library, Kathmandu, Nepal (Sample & Meredith)
- Speaker Next Generation Awards Lab 2015 (Sample)
- Vice-Chair Forum 2016 (Ponce de Leon)

Special Project of the Biennale Architettura 2016
REPORT FROM CITIES: CONFLICTS OF AN URBAN AGE
Following the agreement between La Biennale di Venezia and the London School of Economics Cities, in view of The United Nations Habitat. Curator: Ricky Burdett; Curator’s Team: Aron Bohmann, researcher (LSE Cities); Peter Griffiths, managing editor (LSE Cities); Emily Cruz, project manager (LSE Cities); Realised by La Biennale di Venezia
Venue: Sale d’Armi C, Arsenale

- Keynote speaker Forum 2016